[Evaluation of the nutritional state in patients with congenital cardiopathy].
Several anthropometrical, immunological and biochemical parameters have been utilized for the detection of chronic undernourishment and inflammation. The present work proposes a comparative study between a control group and other of 24 cardiac patients, with the intention of valuating their nutritional and inflammatory state. We have used the index proposed by Ingenbleek (PINI = prognostic inflammatory and nutritional index) in which nutritional scoreboards and biochemical inflammatories correlate. We find some statistically significant differences between cases and controls, both with regard to the value of the PINI, and with regard to each of this variables. In the same way, we do not find any important correlations within each group among the nutritional biochemical, inflammatory and anthropometrical parameters. The clinical impression shows that the classification by groups of risk obtained according to the value of the PINI is very near to reality. We consider that the PINI index is useful as a predictive and evolutive parameter, and it can be used in children with a chronic illness.